Ensuring that your users have access to critical applications and services when they need it most requires knowledge of where your bandwidth is used, and the ability to shape it. Lightspeed Bandwidth Prioritization lets you control bandwidth to specific content categories and gives you easy-to-understand reporting on your network's bandwidth usage so you can troubleshoot problems and limit or prioritize certain users and applications to maintain the highest level of service and performance.

**Limit and prioritize your network bandwidth**

With the **Lightspeed Bandwidth Prioritization**, you can:

- **Control bandwidth allocation** based on content categories.
- **Limit bandwidth usage** by non-priority applications or users.
- **Adjust traffic patterns** with flexible rules before users are impacted.
- **Classify, allocate, and share network bandwidth** among classes of traffic.

**FEATURES**

- Granular traffic and bandwidth prioritization capabilities based on content categories.
- Customizable rules to block or limit traffic by percentage or to a specified size per second.
- Class-based queuing rules.
- Ability to manage individual sessions.
- Easy to understand and extensive reports automatically generated and distributed as needed.

**“Bandwidth Prioritization allows us to control what is allowed, so our limited bandwidth is saved for priority applications. When we do have a bandwidth issue, we can review the reports to pinpoint specific machines and users that are causing problems.”**

— Daniel Gagné, Supervisor of IT Projects, Franco-Nord School District
Bandwidth Prioritization

Comprehensive, Customizable Reporting

Lightspeed Bandwidth Prioritization provides comprehensive reporting on bandwidth usage so that you can keep your network running optimally, spot potential problems, plan for future use, and adjust Acceptable Use Policies. Start with a high-level overview of bandwidth utilization, and then drill down for detailed traffic and user information.

- Busiest Protocols
- File Uploads/Downloads
- Top Internet Users
- Logged in Users by IP
- Incoming/Outgoing Traffic by MAC
- Total Incoming Traffic
- Total Outgoing Traffic
- Traffic by External IP
- Traffic by Internal IP
- Traffic by Protocol

"We look at the reports to see who our bandwidth hogs are and what they are doing. If necessary, we can put them on a restriction, limiting specific users to a specified bandwidth."
— Tom Hafemann, Information Systems Manager, Campbellsport School District

The Lightspeed Suite

Manage your school network the way you want: an all-in-one solution or individual components, including:

- Web Filter
- Mobile Filter
- My Big Campus
- Campus Mail
- Email Archiving
- Spam Filter
- Antivirus
- Hardware/software Inventorying
- Bandwidth Prioritization
- Power Management

About Lightspeed Systems

Since 1999, Lightspeed Systems has been partnering with IT staff in schools—making day-to-day tasks manageable and educational goals reachable. Today, our solutions are used in more than 2,000 school districts, allowing us to help transform education.

To learn more about our products and services:
www.lightspeedsystems.com

Main: 877.447.6244
Support: 800.444.9267
Sales: sales@lightspeedsystems.com
Support: http://wiki.lightspeedsystems.com

Lightspeed Bandwidth Prioritization is available on a Rocket appliance.

Lightspeed Rocket

As a single component or combined with other products in the Lightspeed Suite, Lightspeed Bandwidth Prioritization is delivered on a powerful Lightspeed Rocket Appliance with an advanced replacement five-year warranty.

See it for yourself!

Schedule a one-on-one personalized demonstration:
www.lightspeedsystems.com/demo